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dynamic control of traffic management techniques
based upon the Differentiated Services (DiffServ)
architecture [1] in a flexible policy-driven manner.
The TEQUILA system is composed of a set of
elementary blocks that comprise traffic engineering
management capabilities [2], [3]. It relies upon the
use of classical IP routing protocols for the
establishment of IP routes, as well as the use of the
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) technique
[4], for the establishment of Label Switched Paths
(LSPs) that are expected to comply with the QoS
requirements specified by the customers. In
TEQUILA, QoS refers to a service offering where
one or more traffic/performance parameters (i.e.,
throughput, delay, loss, and/or jitter) are quantified
[2].

Abstract - With the constantly growing usage of the
Internet, the need for deployment of value-added IP
services has recently yielded a dramatic
investigation effort in the field of IP traffic
engineering. Traffic engineering can be defined as a
collection of techniques that will allow service
providers to use the network resources as efficiently
as possible, according to the different quality levels
that are associated with the range of services they
provide. The monitoring activity can play an
important role for assisting the operation of traffic
engineered networks. This paper explains how to
obtain and manage the measurement information
which is required by traffic engineering algorithms
in dimensioning the network, dynamic resource
allocation and route management, and in-service
verification
of
traffic
and
performance
characteristics of value-added IP services. The paper
focuses on the description of a monitoring and
measurement architecture that is currently
investigated within the context of the TEQUILA
project, partly funded by the European Commission
within the context of IST development program.

Monitoring and measurement architectures are
becoming increasingly important for providing QoS
and service assurance. The Internet has been
delivering single class best-effort IP service without
traffic
and
performance
guarantees.
The
measurement functions in current best-effort
networks mostly have a diagnostic role. They
evaluate the current status of the network, or analyse
the network behaviour during a certain time period,
and report their findings to a management system.
The measurement information is normally collected
per-traffic flow basis for accounting and per-link
basis mainly for diagnostic purposes. When adding
traffic engineering to the network, the algorithms
used will need an overview of the network status for
their dynamic reactions. The measurement
functionality that delivers this status is viewed as
operational measurements. Rondo is an existing
automated control system using a monitoring subsystem designed to manage congestion in MPLS
traffic-engineered networks in near real time [5].
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Quality of Service (QoS), Service Level Specification
(SLS), Traffic Engineering (TE), Differentiated Services
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Label switching (MPLS), Label Switch Path (LSP).
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Introduction

TEQUILA stands for “Traffic Engineering for
QUality of service in the Internet, at LArge scale”.
The main objective of TEQUILA is to specify,
develop, and validate a system that will be capable
of dynamically negotiate, invoke, and provision the
resources associated to the deployment of Quality of
Service (QoS) based IP service offerings over the
Internet. The TEQUILA system is to provide service
guarantees through planning, dimensioning and

Traffic forwarded in QoS-enabled networks (i.e. IP
networks that are composed of DiffServ-capable
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applying control actions to drive the network to a
desired state. This can be accomplished reactively
by taking actions in response to the current state of
the network, or pro-actively by using forecasting
techniques to anticipate future trends and applying
action to prevent any undesirable future conditions.
Hybrid reactive and proactive approaches are also
possible. Ideally, control actions should involve the
modification of: traffic management parameters,
parameters associated with routing, and constraints
associated with resources [7].

routers that process traffic according to a QoS
policy) might encounter a differentiation into several
service types/classes. As the network attempts to
offer several service types (e.g., real-time, besteffort services, etc. [2]) by employing traffic
engineering mechanisms, service monitoring is
becoming increasingly important for providing endto-end QoS and service assurance. Therefore,
monitoring no longer has only diagnostic role but
also it turns into an important tool for assisting the
network operation and providing service auditing for
both traditional and value-added services. In
addition, traffic belonging to each service type has
certain requirements and exhibits certain behaviour.
Having only a single measurement result is not
adequate for explaining all traffic belonging to
different service types. It should be noted that, in
best-effort networks, a single measurement (e.g.,
round-trip/one-way delay) is performed between a
given source-destination pair irrespective of
different traffic flows sent between these end-points.
Therefore in QoS-enabled networks, measurement
information needs to be collected in finer granularity
e.g., per service type.

Monitoring and measurement determines the
operational state of a network and can assist the
traffic engineering algorithms in the optimisation
and dimensioning of the network by providing
feedback data about the status of network resources.
This data can be used by traffic engineering
mechanisms to automatically react and adaptively
optimise network performance. Consequently,
monitoring not only has diagnostic role but also it
has pro-active/reactive operational role. In addition,
measurement can also provide information about the
resource usage and the quality of offered services.
As a result, monitoring architecture should provide
information for:
L Assisting
traffic engineering in allocating
resources (e.g., to queues and paths over which
routes will be established) efficiently and
effectively. The capability to obtain statistics at
the QoS-enabled route level is so important that
it should be considered an essential requirement
for traffic engineering.
L Assisting traffic engineering in dimensioning the
network for any short or long term changes
required in the network configuration set-up.
This is extremely helpful for pro-active control
of the network.
L Verifying
whether the QoS performance
guarantees (negotiated between a customer and a
provider) committed in Service Level
Specifications (SLSs) is in fact being met. This
requires an in-service verification of traffic and
performance characteristics per customer service.
SLS is a set of technical parameters and their
values, which together define the service, offered
to a traffic stream by a DiffServ domain. SLSs
can differ depending on the type of services
offered and different SLS types have different
QoS indicators that require processing of
different types of information [8], [9].

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2
describes some requirements that need to be taken
into account when developing a measurement
architecture for use in traffic engineered IP
networks. Section 3 explains the scalability issues
for such an architecture. It looks at how
measurements can be organised for traffic
engineering and service monitoring purposes.
Section 4 briefly describes the TEQUILA functional
architecture as well as monitoring and measurement
requirements in TEQUILA. TEQUILA's monitoring
and measurement architecture, the monitoring
components and their relationship with other
functional components are explained in section 5. In
section 6, we propose how the measurements at the
node, network, and service levels should be
performed. Section 6 also specifies the monitoring
feedback required by other components of
TEQUILA system. Section 7 summarises and
addresses the ongoing work of monitoring and
measurement in TEQUILA.
2

Monitoring Requirements for TrafficEngineered Networks and Services

Traffic engineering is achieved through capacity and
routing management [6]. These two are realised with
the calculation, selection and installation of a set of
routes and queue management parameters,
throughout the network in order to accommodate as
many customer requests as possible, while at the
same time satisfying their QoS requirements and
optimising the use of network resources. The traffic
engineering functions require observing the state of
the network through a monitoring system and
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Scalability of the Monitoring Architecture

The monitoring architecture must be able to scale
with the size (in terms of number of routers and
importance of the mesh) and the speed (in terms of
bandwidth) of the network as it evolves. In order to
have a scalable solution for monitoring and
measurement, we propose the following approaches:
2

I.

SLSs may use a single IP route/LSP, single
performance monitoring action is enough to satisfy
the requirement of these SLSs. As an example,
injecting test traffic (explained in section 6.2) from
an ingress point toward an egress point on a specific
route for measuring one-way delay can satisfy the
requirement of multiple SLSs using this same route.

Defining the monitoring process granularity

In a DiffServ environment, the measurement
methodology must be aware of different service
types. Traffic-engineered networks such as the one
assumed in TEQUILA rely on forming IP routes
(shortest paths) or explicit paths (LSPs) from ingress
to egress points through the core network. IP
routes/explicit paths allow control over routing of
traffic flows requiring specific QoS within the
TEQUILA domain. IP engineered routes/LSP
tunnels are used to carry aggregate user traffic
belonging to several SLSs having similar
performance requirements. In addition, traffic
engineering algorithms do not need to operate at
small scale of individual packets as collecting
packet-level micro-flow related statistics would be
prohibitively expensive and unnecessary. Instead,
observation is performed over all packets but
statistics are gathered at the aggregated macro-flow
level. Hence, the monitoring process functions based
on the configured classes of service handling of the
data streams and the scope of offered services
between ingress and egress points. That is, the
measurement methodology functions at the level of
Per Hop Behaviours (PHBs) and traffic-engineered
routes for data gathering.

IV. Hop-by-hop vs edge-to-edge measurements
The scope of measurements is an important aspect of
measurement architecture. Two approaches can be
taken for performing performance measurements.
The measurements are carried out either between
two edge nodes (ingress-to-egress) for edge-to-edge
measurements or between two neighbouring nodes
for hop-by-hop measurements in order to determine
the status of the attached links and associated
queues, schedulers, etc. The first method provides
edge-to-edge measurement results but it might not
scale well if there are a huge number of IP
routes/LSPs in the network that each ingress node
might need to inject test traffic to its associated
routes. The second method overcomes the scalability
problem by adding the hop-by-hop results and
calculating an edge-to-edge measurement result. As
multiple routes may be related to a single PHB by
sharing a physical link, a single test traffic sent to
quantify the behaviour of a given PHB satisfies the
performance monitoring requirements of these
routes using that link. This results in significant
reduction of test traffic in the network. The issue of
test traffic reduction is also discussed in section 6.2.
With the hop-by-hop method, the status of every
individual link will be known, but inaccuracy will be
introduced due to the non-synchronised individual
hop-by-hop measurements and concatenating these
discrete measurements to estimate per-route edge-toedge measurement values. Depending on the type of
SLS that has been subscribed by the customers, this
method may be appropriate for estimating the
performance measurements of routes used e.g., for
best-effort traffic.

II. Minimising the measurement transmission
overhead by processing the raw data close to
the source
To support the dynamic operation of the network,
the measurement architecture must be able to
capture the operational status of the network without
degrading network performance and without
generating a large amount of data, causing
unnecessary overhead. In order to transmit the data
efficiently to the components, it is important to
process the raw data close to its source, which
necessitate a distributed data collection system, and
to condense the collected data by summarisation.
Two forms of data summarisation are considered
i.e., event notification and statistics that are
explained in the section 6.1.

4

III. Using aggregate performance measurements
combined with per SLS traffic measurements

The TEQUILA Architecture
Monitoring Requirements

and

its

The TEQUILA project addresses the following
areas: the customer demands through SLSs, the
protocols and mechanisms for dynamically
negotiating, monitoring and enforcing SLSs, and the
QoS-related technologies required for meeting these
customer demands (SLS enforcement), including the
provisioning, management and intra- and interdomain traffic engineering schemes to ensure that
the network can cope with the contracted SLSs within domains, and in the Internet at large [2], [3],
[10]. The functional architecture of the global
TEQUILA system is shown in Figure 1.

The granularity of measurements can be related to
SLSs since every SLS might not need to be
monitored in the same way. Ideally, an SLS
belonging to a premium class might need
measurement results with higher frequency.
Monitoring SLSs at different levels of granularity
using different sampling frequencies make the
measurement architecture far more complex.
Instead, monitoring every customer SLS is scalable
and
feasible
provided
aggregate
network
performance measurements (e.g., delay, loss, jitter)
are used combined with per SLS ingress/egress
traffic measurements (e.g., throughput). As several
3

TEQUILA Functional Architecture,
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Figure 1: TEQUILA Functional Architecture specifying distinct functional parts and components.
alarms to ND) in the network according to the
guidelines provided by ND on routing traffic.
Dynamic Resource Management (DRsM) is
distributed, with an instance attached to each router.
It is responsible for ensuring the link capacity is
appropriately distributed among a limited number of
PHBs sharing the link by setting buffer and
scheduling parameters associated with the interface
attached to the link, according to ND directives,
constraints, and rules.

TEQUILA architecture has the following main
functional parts: SLS Management, Traffic
Engineering, Policy Management, and Monitoring in
addition to Data Plane functionality. The SLS
Management is responsible for subscribing and
negotiating SLSs with customer, a customer being
possibly a service provider. It also performs
admission control for the traffic associated/depicted
to/in the invoked SLSs. Traffic Forecast component
of SLS Management is responsible for mapping and
aggregating traffic demands of multiple SLSs having
an ingress node and a set of egress nodes requiring a
certain QoS and forming a Traffic Matrix. The
Traffic Matrix is then used by the Network
Dimensioning (ND) component of Traffic
Engineering part.

Policy Management gives the ability to the
administrators to define high-level policies, which
are translated into policy objects, using a well
defined traffic engineering policy information model
and stored in the policy repository. Policies are
refined into the more detailed actions reflecting the
hierarchical TEQUILA architecture. Policy targets
are the managed objects of the associated functional
parts or of functional components. These are two
categorises of high-level policies: the Serviceoriented policies for the SLS Management and the
Resource-oriented policies for dimensioning,
resource/route management and traffic engineering
in general.

The Traffic Engineering part of the architecture is
responsible for dimensioning the network according
to the projected demands, and for establishing and
dynamically maintaining the network configuration
that has been selected to meet the SLS demand. ND
is in general centralised and is responsible for
mapping the Traffic Matrix onto the network
resources by computing a set of optimal routes (by
maintaining the link metrics or by setting explicit
paths) in order to accommodate the forecasted traffic
demands subject to resource restrictions, load trends,
QoS requirements, and policy directive and
constraints. Dynamic Route Management (DRtM) is
a distributed component located at the routers,
responsible for managing the routing processes
(including LSP set-up in the case of MPLS, traffic
re-routing, multi-path load balancing, and issuing

4.1 Monitoring & Measurement Requirements
in TEQUILA
In TEQUILA, the following parts and components
are interested in the measurement information:
• The SLS Management part including:

4

5) Monitoring GUI (MonGUI) for displaying
measurement results.

Traffic Forecast for optimising the
forecasted traffic related to SLS instances
as a basis for long-term network
configuration. Monitoring is also to provide
analysed
traffic
and
performance
information for long-term planning in order
to optimise the network and to avoid
undesirable network conditions. The
analysed information might include traffic
growth patterns and congestion issues.
Ø SLS Invocation that may use current SLS
loads for SLS admission control of new
flows.
The Traffic Engineering part including:
Ø ND for calculating a new dimensioning of
the resources if any part of the network is
not able to meet performance objectives.
Ø DRtM for taking appropriate engineering
actions on setting up new routes, modifying
existing routes, load-balancing among
routes, and re-routing of traffic for
optimisation purposes or work around
congestion.
Ø DRsM
for
performing
node-level
optimisations on resource reservations
(bandwidth
assignment
and
buffer
management)
to
combat
localised
congestion.
It should be noted that Traffic Engineering
components operate in different time scales
ranging from weeks through days for ND,
or hours through minutes for DRtM, and
minutes through seconds for DRsM.
Policy
Management
part
for
getting
notifications, triggering events which signal the
enforcement of specific policies, or the inability
to enforce a policy (policy run-time conflicts)
which trigger alarms to the administrator.
The SLS Monitoring component of the
Monitoring part for monitoring the continuity
and quality of services, auditing services, and
reporting.
Ø

•

•
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In general, the monitoring functions are split into
four phases:
Request: Every component that requires monitoring
information must register to one of the NodeMon,
NetMon, or SLSMon requesting monitoring actions
by indicating what measurement data it wants to be
notified about.
Configuration: NetMon will decide which
NodeMons are needed to be at the basis of any
measurements and it configures them. SLSMon
performs some configurations on NodeMons located
at ingress/egress points.
Execution: NodeMons perform the measurements
on basis of these configurations. Other available data
such as metering information may also be used.
NodeMons also perform some basic measurement
processing. NetMon/SLSMon will further aggregate
and process NodeMon measurements if it is
necessary.
Reporting and exception: The analysed measured
data and events are sent back to the registered
components.
TEQUILA
Parts

Monitoring Part in TEQUILA
Monitoring
GUI

Policy
Mgt.

CORBA
interface

Repository
Data-base
Data-base
for
for
MonRep
MonRep
SQL

CORBA

SLS
SLS
Monitoring
Monitoring

Human
Interface Monitoring

SLS Mgt.

NetMon

NodeMons

Including

SLSMon

SLSMon
Interfaces
Interfaces

•

TEQUILA's Monitoring part, its components,
interfaces to other components, the interface
technologies and protocols are shown in Figure 2.
The next sections explain the monitoring
components and their functions.
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The monitoring architecture of TEQUILA includes
the following components:
1) Node Monitoring (NodeMon) responsible
for node related measurements
2) Network Monitoring (NetMon) responsible
for edge-to-edge performance monitoring
and any required network-wide postprocessing based on statistical functions
3) SLS Monitoring (SLSMon) responsible for
customer related service monitoring
4) Monitoring Repository (MonRep) for
storing configuration information and
measurement data

Core
Router

Ingress/
Egress
Router

Data
Transmission
Path

Figure 2: TEQUILA Monitoring Architecture
and its interactions with other parts.
5.1 Node Monitoring
A diverse variety of measurement data is needed in
order to perform network and customer service
performance and traffic monitoring. The variety of
data, the necessary processing and the magnitude of
the raw data make a distributed data collection
system more practical. Processing and aggregating
the raw data into accurate and reliable statistics and
reducing the amount of data near its source in order
5

to transmit the data efficiently to the components of
the system is key to automating the dynamic
operation of the network. Hence, the Node
Monitoring is distributed across the network i.e., one
per Network Element (NE).
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Configuration information

Request
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Node Monitoring
Clients

Events/
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Performance Analyser
(Trend Analysis, Library of statistical functions)

Monitoring
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NodeMon allows other components to request
monitoring and measurement actions. NodeMon
includes the following functions: Configuration and
Monitoring function handles registration requests
and initiates measurements on NEs for both
diagnostic and operational monitoring and sets
thresholds. NodeMons receives the configuration
information with entries that each defines a variable,
polling/sampling period, and threshold parameters.
A local Data Collector (Reader) collects
measurement results from either meters/probes
located at NEs or active monitoring agents. A probe
is a generic term for a dedicated machine or a
software agent that measures data moving through
the network or injects test traffic in the stream to
take its measurements. Probes present the data they
collect in a variety of ways. The job of data collector
is to regularise and re-abstracts various types of
measured data in a structural way. A Local
Performance Analyser performs some short-term
basic evaluation of results such as averaging. It also
performs threshold crossing detection and
notification. The process data is passed to the
components and it is also stored in the monitoring
data store (part of MonRep).

Common Interface

Active

Passive

Network
RPC: Remote Process Call

Figure 3: Node and Network Monitoring
functions and interactions.
5.3 SLS Monitoring
SLS Monitoring is centralised, since it must keep
track of the compliance of the level of service
provided to the customer SLS instances, by
analysing information provided by NetMon and
ingress/egress NodeMons. SLSMon functions and
its interactions with external components are shown
in Figure 4. SLS Management notifies SLSMon and
requests the creation of any necessary monitor
instances when an SLS is invoked. SLSMon acts as
a client to NodeMons and NetMon. The NetMon
provides the end-to-end performance view for
SLSMon via MonRep. It is also essential for
SLSMon to use the edge node customer related
accounting statistics via ingress/egress NodeMons.
SLSMon retrieves SLS related information from
SLS repository. When a SLS is invoked, a specific
route will be used for the traffic related to this SLS.
SLSMon needs to receive performance-related
information (one-way delay and loss on this specific
route from NetMon and traffic-related information
(throughput) specific to this SLS from ingress/egress
NodeMon. It should be noted that NetMon process
the scope of this SLS and if it already instructed the
ingress/egress NodeMons to measure one-way delay
and loss on this route/LSP, it doesn't reissue the
monitoring request but it uses measurement
information available in the MonRep.

5.2 Network Monitoring
Network Monitoring is in general, centralised and it
utilises network-wide information collected by
NodeMons. NetMon instructs the NodeMons to
measure the performance and traffic parameters and
builds a physical and logical network view (i.e., the
view of the routes that have been established over
the network) based on measurement information
collected for links, nodes, PHBs, and route statistics.
NetMon includes the following functions:
Configuration and Monitoring function handles
monitoring registration requests and configures the
NodeMons including threshold setting. NetMon
needs to know the network logical configuration,
which changes as the ND re-dimensions the network
or DRtM re-routes the traffic to alleviate congestion.
Data Collector accesses MonRep to get
measurement data and may notify other components
about threshold crossing detected by NodeMons if
necessary. Performance Analyser aggregates and
performs longer-term in-depth statistical analysis on
measurement data including trend analysis. The data
produced by such analysis is stored in the
monitoring repository and the appropriate processed
data is forwarded to the interested components.
NodeMon and NetMon functions and their
interactions are shown in Figure 3.

SLSMon includes the following functions as shown
in Figure 4: Configuration and Monitoring function
handles activation/deactivation process issued by
SLS Subscription/Invocation, configures and
6

activates the ingress/egress NodeMons by accessing
to the SLS repository. A Data Collector accesses
MonRep for measurement results collected by
ingress/egress NodeMons and NetMon and
combines the data for each individual SLS. Each
contracted SLS's performance and traffic related
values are checked against measurement data
through a Contract Checker of SLS Manager to
determine whether any violations occur and then
generate reports. SLS Manager is also responsible to
activate the Report Generator. Necessary Reports
are provided to both the customer and the
management. The measured service level values and
the result from Contract Checker are stored in the
MonRep. It should be noted that in the case of hose
model [2], monitoring performs measurements (e.g.,
one-way delay) between hose ingress and each of its
egress nodes. It is SLSMon task to get these
individual measurements and find e.g., the worse
case of these one-way delays as the one-way delay
experienced by the hose.
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Monitoring can occur at different levels of
abstraction. Measurements can be used to derive
packet level characteristics, application level
characteristics, user/customer level characteristics,
traffic aggregate characteristics, node level
characteristics, network wide characteristics, etc. In
TEQUILA, the monitoring framework focuses on
deriving all except packet and application level
measurements and gathers the network-layer
measurements. The network-layer measurements
include: one-way delay and packet loss ratio in the
granularity of PHBs and routes, the traffic load on
PHB basis, the throughput on a link/route basis, and
the aggregate traffic load for SLSs and macro-flows.
Two forms of measurement data are considered:
event notification and statistics:
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Arrows show the request/data flow and numbers show the order of tasks.

Figure 4: SLS Monitoring functions and interactions.
5.4 Monitoring Repository and Monitoring GUI
The MonRep consists of two major parts for data
cataloguing, a "data store" having a database
functionality for storing the possibly large amounts
of data for monitoring components and an
"information store" for storing smaller amounts of
configuration type information. Measurement data is
stored in a "data store" for possible later analysis via
the GUI, or performance analysers. Information
about active monitoring processes together with any
other required configuration information is stored in
the monitoring "information store".

G

MonGUI presents a user interface allowing human
operators to request graphical views of monitoring
statistics extracted from the monitoring data store. It
also exposes an interface to allow other components
to request display of statistics. MonGUI might be
used in a Network Operations Centre.
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Events:
Basic raw measurement data is taken in shorttime scales from variables in the monitoring
probes. The measurement data is compared with
two previously configured thresholds (the upper
mark and the normal mark). If the measurement
data is found to cross the upper threshold value,
the relevant functional component is informed.
Depending on the measurement time-scales,
event notification might be postponed on
instantaneous upper threshold crossings until
successive/frequent threshold crossings are
observed and realised that the problem persisted
for a specified time interval. Upon event
notification on upper threshold crossing, further
triggers are not delivered until the measurement
data returns to normal when the relevant
component is notified. Threshold detection
implies asynchronous notification of the event.
This event notification method is employed to
reduce a large amount of data frequently passed
from
monitoring
to
other
functional
components. It is also designed to insure that
transient spikes do not contribute to changes
unless they occur frequently. The granularity of
event notifications is for PHBs and IP
routes/LSPs.
Statistics:
The measurement data is aggregated into
summarising statistics in order to have a
scalable system. Summarisation is usually done
by integrating the measurement data over a prespecified period.
The granularity of
summarisation periods must be suitably chosen
based on the requirements of the interested
component. In addition to some basic functions
by NodeMons, more complex traffic analysis is
performed in longer intervals by NetMon. The

granularity of statistics range from PHB and
route level to the aggregated flow levels for
customer service monitoring.

2.

6.2 Measurement Methods

3.

There are two types of methods to perform
measurements. Active measurements inject test
traffic into networks based on a scheduled sampling
in order to observe network behaviour. Normally,
active measurement tools require co-operation from
both end-points of the measurement and they need to
have a continuous session as long as the active
measurement is required between two nodes. In
addition and specifically in the case of measuring
one-way delay, both end-points require to be
synchronised. Therefore, the deployment of
Network Time Protocol (NTP) [11] or Global
Positioning System (GPS) for synchronisation of
end-points is required. It should be noted that NTP
accuracy depends on the network conditions and it
could provide poor level of precision. GPS provides
high precision but its deployment in all routers and
more specifically on edge routers makes it an
expensive solution.

4.

performance and the measurement does not
show the real environment
The sampling intervals should be small
enough to study fluctuations in the
performance of the network.
As the network changes over time, the
amount and type of test traffic should be
configurable.
The measurements should be randomly
distributed to prevent synchronisation of
events as described in the IP Performance
Metrics (IPPM) recommendation [12] by
using a pseudo-random Poisson sampling
rate.

It should be noted that the first two requirements
must be as complementary as possible. That is,
smaller time intervals means more test traffic, but
more test traffic means a higher load on the network.
A trade-off between these two requirements needs to
be made. The amount of test traffic (traffic load and
packet rate) on each network link, sent to measure
one-way delay and packet loss during a specified
time interval, will depend on the number of IP
routes/LSPs crossing the link, the number PHBs
attached to the link interface, the number of different
test packet sizes used for route and PHB related
measurements, the length of these packets, and the
statistical average of sampling intervals used. The
proper selection of sampling intervals in both
methods and summarisation periods is for further
study.

In contrast, passive measurements observe actual
traffic without injecting extra traffic into the
network. While passive measurement does not
require co-operation from end-points, it requires
continuous collection of data and must monitor the
full load on the link which can be problematic on
high-speed links. In both cases, the quality of
analysed information depends on the granularity and
integrity of collected data.

6.3 Engineering Aspects
TEQUILA uses an object-oriented approach for
monitoring architecture. The monitoring architecture
is realised as a set of Java classes. The monitoring
architecture defines a set of CORBA (Common
Object Request Broker Architecture) interfaces to
internal monitoring components for communicating
with one another and to external components. All of
the CORBA interfaces are implemented using the
Java 2 platform. Measurement results are passed to
NodeMons via a Generic Adaptation Layer (GAL),
and NEs use COPS (Common Open Policy Service
[13], [14]), SNMP (Simple Network Management
Protocol, [15]), etc. to communicate with the GAL.

Measurement data is polled from passive monitoring
probes with a request/reply mechanism whereas
whenever the measurement data is available it is
pushed asynchronously from active monitoring
probes. The choice of measurement sampling
method and sampling interval determines the level
of measurement accuracy (within a given confidence
interval) and reliability. A sampling interval is
defined as the read-out periods for passive
measurements or the average time interval over
which two test packets are separated. Periodic
sampling method is usually used for passive
measurements. Since the passive measurement data
is available at any given time, the sampling interval
can be properly specified. The amount of test traffic
generated by active measurements methods will be
increased in QoS-enabled networks where several
PHBs per node and large numbers of routes need to
be monitored. There are following basic
requirements for test traffic:
1. The test traffic should be small compared to
the load on the connection under test. If
not, then the test traffic will affect the

Two types of routers are used in the testbeds:
commercial (Cisco) and PC-based (Linux) routers.
For passive measurements such as throughput, load
and packet discards, MIBs (Management
Information Bases), PIBs (Policy Information
Bases), and metering information from traffic
conditioners (whichever is possible) are used to poll
the data. The availability of required passive
measurements is limited in commercial routers.
Cisco routers collect byte counts for physical
network interfaces and virtual interfaces using MIB8

related measurements. Table 1 summarises the
events and measurement statistics provided to SLS
Monitoring, SLS Management, and Traffic
Engineering part.

2 [16]. In Cisco routers, LSPs are represented as
logical interfaces or tunnel interfaces at the head-end
routers. Therefore, data derived from the ingress
router of each LSP has an interface definition in
MIB-2 that can be used by ingress/egress NodeMon.
Packet forwarding data is available for LSPs at the
intermediate routers by using the Command Line
Interface (CLI). Linux routers are configured to
provide any required per-PHB and per IP route/LSP
passive measurements.

ND informs the NetMon every time it performs (re-)
dimensioning
about
the
current
network
configuration (i.e., PHBs and routes). During
initialisation, DRtM reports to NetMon all the
routes, the class of service associated to each route,
and the associated PHBs that need to be monitored.
While the network is in operational state, monitoring
components, DRtM, or DRsM informs ND about
occurred events (threshold crossings). This triggers
re-dimensioning if the conditions satisfy the policy
directives. DRsM receives information about PHBs
while DRtM receives information about the PHBs
and the routes that are useful for their dynamic
operations. DRsM uses PHB QoS performance for
managing link bandwidth and buffer space
according to its algorithm, which considers the
actual measured load as compared to predicted
resources. In order to do proper load balancing,
DRtM needs to know the traffic performance of the
various routes. Performance and traffic information
on events and measurement statistics are as follows:
Ø PHB-based delay/loss crossed an upper
threshold or returned to normal (normal
threshold).
Ø Route end-to-end delay/loss crossed an upper
threshold or returned to normal.
Ø PHB-based bandwidth usage crossed an upper
threshold or returned to normal.
Ø PHB-based
bandwidth usage over an
specified interval using an averaging
mechanism
Ø The current throughput of each LSP
In addition, any ingress/egress NodeMon also
provides to its relevant DRtM, information about
offered load by various groups of micro-flows and
the bandwidth usage of various groups of microflows using a specific route. The monitoring of PHB
QoS performance and the above information are
used by DRtM to take pro-active actions for remapping some of the groups that are mapped to
routes (multi-path load balancing), which use critical
PHBs. NetMon also provides the "current traffic
load on LSPs" to the SLS Invocation. This gives the
load of aggregate existing flows on each LSP so that
admission decisions can be made on new flows.

In TEQUILA, both edge-to-edge and hop-by-hop
approaches are used for performing active
measurements. Figure 5 shows both approaches and
their purposes.
AM
Edge-to Edge

Hop-by-Hop

AM
Ingress/
Egress
Router

AM
Ingress/
Egress
Router

Core
Router
(Link, PHB) scope

PM

PM

Hop-by-Hop

Node
Monitor

PM

Node
Monitor

Node
Monitor

(Link, PHB) scope
IP Route/LSP, SLS scope

AM: Active Measurement
PM: Passive Measurement

Figure 5: Hop-by-Hop and Edge-to-Edge
measurements.
Ideally, PHB-based delay measurements must be
implemented in NEs, which is not currently
available in commercial routers. Hop-by-hop
measurements are used to estimate a PHB-based
delay. This is a practical approach but at the expense
of introducing some inaccuracy. Active test traffic is
sent between neighbouring hops for estimating
PHB-based delays. This introduces inaccuracy as it
includes the test packet processing at the originator
including PHB function, packet transmission delay
onto the link, propagation delay, and packet
processing delay at the next hop. The inaccuracy
level is reduced by subtracting some of these fixed
delays from the measured value. This hop-by-hop
method requires the ability of forcing test packets to
pass through particular PHBs, calculating the
measurement (e.g., delay) by the test traffic receiver,
and sending the result back to the originator. For
active measurements, OWDP (One-Way delay
measurement Protocol) protocol [17] is used with
some modifications to measure one-way delay and
packet loss either hop-by-hop or edge-to-edge.

SLSMon deduces the customer-related service
monitoring by using customer flow and route-related
measurements. It combines the statistics listed below
and maps them to each individual SLS:
Ø End-to-end delay and packet loss on routes.
Ø Throughput collected at the egress point
related to each customer SLS.
Ø Offered load collected at the ingress point
related to each customer SLS.

6.4 Monitoring Feedback to Other TEQUILA
Parts
In TEQUILA, NodeMons collect information on
PHBs and routes. NetMon deduces an end-to-end
performance view by analysing PHBs and routes
9

Metrics

•

Measurement
Mechanism & Method
(Active/Passive)

Performance

Events and Measurement Statistics for:
SLS Monitoring (SLS Types & Services10)

Traffic Engineering

Olympic Services
(Best-effort)
Per Route

SLS Mgt.

(ND, DRtM & DRsM)

Per Route11

Guarantee
data Services
Per Route

Per Route

Per PHB & Route

✔

✔

Real-time
Services

One-way delay

IPPM (A)

✔ 12

12



Jitter (end-to-end)

IPPM (A)
IPPM (A)


✔

✖ 12

One-way packet loss


✔



✔

✔

Per SLS

Per SLS

Per SLS

Per SLS

Per macro-flow
✔

•

User Traffic Flow

Throughput per SLS/flows at egress

Flow-based (P)

✔

✔

✔

✔

Offered load per SLS/flows at ingress

Flow-based (P)









✔

Per LSP

Per PHB & LSP

•

Network's Workload

Throughput per PHB per link
Throughput per LSP
Packet Discards per PHB per link
Link utilisation In/Out
•

✔

COPS-PIB/metering (P)
✔

Flow-based (P)

✔
✔

COPS-PIB/SNMP MIB (P)

(Per Link) 

SNMP MIB (P)

Availability Metrics

Link & device availability

✔

ICMP (A)

Table 1: Measurement requirements for SLS Monitoring, SLS Management, and Traffic Engineering
components.
actions on policy enforcement. It also notifies the
Policy consumer about a registered event, which
indicates inability to enforce a certain policy.

It should be noted that throughput is defined as the
bits per second at which user-traffic is delivered by
the network. The offered load is the user traffic in
bits per second that the network is supposed to
deliver after applying traffic conditioning functions
specified in the SLS. Each SLS might have
guaranteed throughput and an absolute bound on
loss and delay necessary to deliver an acceptable
service. As an example, three parameters might be
specified in SLS for packet loss: a maximum loss
rate of "L" that is not exceeded for percentages of
"P" of intervals of length "T" (e.g., L=0.1, P=99%,
T=5 minutes). The throughput and the absolute
bounds are verified and checked against the above
statistical measurements by the Contract Checker of
SLS Monitoring. The SLS-related measurement
information is also used by Traffic Forecast. The
Traffic Matrix resulted from service mapping and
aggregation is used by a Traffic Forecast Algorithm
in order to determine an optimised (regression)
Traffic Matrix by using SLSMon as well as NetMon
information. As it was discussed, collecting SLS and
finer-grain macro-level flow-based statistics at every
ingress point are required. This could introduce
additional overhead for routers. In addition,
significant processing power might be required for
NodeMons located at ingress/egress points as they
need to provide traffic or performance related
measurements for macro-flows, routes and PHBs
using flow based, IPPM-based, and MIB-based
probes whereas core NodeMons only provides active
and passive PHB related measurements.

7

Summary and On-going Work

Engineering large IP networks introduces
fundamental challenges that stem from the dynamic
nature of user behaviour. Careful engineering of the
network is important, since the network
dimensioning and routing management have
significant implications on resource efficiency and
user performance [6]. In this paper, we propose
monitoring and measurement architecture for node,
traffic-engineered network, and service monitoring.
This is aimed at facilitating route calculation and
optimisation, user service auditing, and traffic
forecasting. We also present scalable methodologies
for event monitoring and measurement statistics to
be used for network operation and in-service
verification
of
traffic
and
performance
characteristics of offered services. Our on-going
work focuses on the TEQUILA system
implementation and examines the practical
effectiveness of monitoring specifically on traffic
engineering algorithms and traffic forecasting in
both simulation and testbeds environments. This is
to provide the analysis of the measured traffic to
interested parties, observe their automatic reactions,
and assess their performance. This also enables us to
investigate the scalability of the monitoring
architecture in real-time data processing and
notification of the events and statistics according to
the current state of the network.

NodeMon notifies the Policy consumer about the
specified event to trigger certain policy-based
10

SLS Types and services are explained in [8].
Route represents either IP shortest path in IP-TE or explicit Path (LSP) in MPLS-TE.
12
✔ is necessary measurement. is desirable and could be a useful measurement. ✖ is unnecessary.
11
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